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Large-scale simulation-based studies rely on at least three properties of pseudorandom number sequences: they behave in many ways like truly random numbers; they can be replicated; and they can be generated in parallel. There has been some divergence, however, between empirical techniques employing random numbers, and the standard battery of tests used to validate them. A random number generator that passes tests for any single This paper is a product of the Human Development and Public Services Team, Development Research Group. It is part of a larger effort by the World Bank to provide open access to its research and make a contribution to development policy discussions around the world. Policy Research Working Papers are also posted on the Web at http://econ.worldbank.org. The author may be contacted at oozier@worldbank.org. stream of random numbers may fail the same tests when it is used to generate multiple streams in parallel. The lack of systematic testing of parallel streams leaves statistical software with important potential vulnerabilities. This paper shows one such vulnerability in Stata's rnormal function that went unnoticed for almost four years, and how to detect it. It then shows practical implications for the use of parallel streams in existing software.
1 Introduction "It is good practice to set a random seed explicitly to allow reproducibility of results." (Smeeton and Cox 2003) Simulations, whether in the form of bootstrapped confidence intervals, simulated likelihood, or other Monte Carlo methods, have grown increasingly common in the social sciences in recent years. As computing power has become cheap and ubiquitous, these methods have grown more computationally intensive, and parallelization of work across multiple processors or machines is frequently essential. These empirical methods usually involve a stream of random numbers; breaking up a large task of this kind requires either breaking up that stream, or accessing multiple independent streams. Ripley (1990) refers to this as "decimation" of the computational task. Moler (2007) suggests that running parallel simulations with different streams of random numbers is one of the easiest methods of distributed computing. This bug, and its implications, are relevant to real-world research only if researchers ever draw from multiple parallel streams, particularly with Stata, in this case. In recent work in the social sciences, Busso, DiNardo, and McCrary (2011) provide at least one clear case in which parallel simulations on separate processors were conducted exactly this way, and were described in detail. 1 Since the classic works by Knuth (1998) and Marsaglia (1968) , standardized tests of "randomness" have been developed to confirm that so-called random number generators These tests are generally designed to test a single stream of random numbers, but since most RNGs allow a stream to be initialized using a "seed," as mentioned in the Smeeton and Cox (2003) quote above, multiple streams, each started with a different "seed," can also be tested together for joint randomness. Though this facility exists, testing multiple streams of random numbers is not yet commonplace; two recent assessments of several econometric packages makes no mention of this possibility (Odeh, Featherstone, and Bergtold 2010, Keeling and Pavur 2007) . This discussion only matters if, as Compagner (1995) writes, the particular simulation of interest and the RNG "interfere constructively." With modern RNGs, however, this can still happen quite easily.
The figure below shows two plots for the Stata rnormal() command, which generates normally-distributed pseudorandom numbers. In both cases, the seed is reset to a new value after each pair of draws. The algorithm produces numbers only from the positive half of the normal distribution, so the final step is to randomly assign the number a positive or negative sign with equal probability. This final step was the source of the problem. While this happened correctly on average, 95.1 percent of the 2 31 seeds that could be used to initialize the generator produced first and second draws with the same sign, yielding the pattern in Figure 1 . No matter what seed was used, the signs of the draws from rnormal() followed almost exactly the same pattern.
This is illustrated using a cumulative sum of signs in Figure 2 . After 3,400 draws, the sum of signs is near zero: these 3,400 draws include almost an equal number of positive and negative values, regardless of the seed. A consequence of this pattern is that the distribution of the mean of the first 3,400 draws has a lower variance than it should, had these draws 
Using standard tests to detect the problem
Though the problem is apparent when shown this way, a natural question is whether existing tests would have detected it. The answer requires two decisions. First, the standard RNG testing suite, TestU01, is designed for uniform distributions between zero and one. To Stata's uniform random number generator, using Marsaglia's KISS algorithm, only re-peats after a very long period (around 2 126 ). Stata provides the option to set an initial "seed" that is useful for reproducing results of anything that requires random numbers, such as simulations or bootstrap-based computations. If the seed is reset too frequently, however, the KISS generator is reduced to a less sophisticated generator, with the result that such draws appear less "random." (The most recent version of Stata's documentation discusses this case explicitly as well, admonishing the user to reset the seed sparingly.) Marsaglia (1968) pointed out a weakness in congruential generators of the form:
He showed that though these numbers appear at first glance to be almost random, that n-tuples of them fall in relatively few planes in n dimensions; the KISS algorithm, used by the Stata runiform() function, is not a generator of this kind. Though it includes a linear congruential generator (LCG), it also includes three others, each with a different period. The resulting random numbers withstand a variety of statistical tests. As a simple illustration, the first five thousand draws from Stata's uniform() command are plotted against the second five thousand draws in the left panel of Figure 5 . No pattern is discernible. The left panel was generated after setting the initial "seed" only once. However, if after each pair of draws, the seed is incremented and reset-so that the first pair come from seed 1, the second from seed 2, and so on-the striped pattern in the right panel appears. This is by no means a bug, however. As explained on pp. 223-224 of the Stata Data Management manual (StataCorp 2009), setting the seed in Stata's RNG always re-initializes three of the four recursions to the same starting values, only using the user-provided seed to change the starting point for the LCG. Thus, the differences from one seed to another arise from the LCG alone, and the problems that Marsaglia identified return. It does not matter that the seeds were small integers; large seeds incremented methodically would produce the same pattern. 3
The seed resetting facility is meant to allow replication of program results, however, not access to independent streams of random numbers. Though some software packages provide a facility for multiple random number streams-for example, so that a number of independent simulations may run in parallel-the same effect can be achieved by advancing the entire random number generator far enough down the sequence that multiple simulations will not re-use the same numbers (L'Ecuyer 2001, Law and McComas 1994) . While the syntax "set seed 1" does not do this, Stata does provide the ability to set what it calls the "c(seed)," representing the entire state of all four recursions used in the KISS random number generator. The manual discusses how to capture and restore this state, but not how to quickly advance the state by a large number of draws, except by actually making those draws (StataCorp 2009 ). This could be carried out for streams that are as far apart as desired, up to the period of the KISS random number generator, though the computational time required to find the relevant c(seed) by discarding the intervening draws increases linearly, and thus impractically, for very large stream separations. 4
Testing the methods
The pattern that emerges from frequent re-initialization during use of Stata's uniform() command is easily detected via the statistical tests included in the TestU01 suite. Stata is not alone in having a seed re-initialization facility that does not hold up to tests of randomness. To illustrate, Table 1 12 draws, which advances the c(seed) to Xd2c55174405eeffae35b1912f1a5cbf6000206cb, took roughly 7 hours on a computer using a 2.3 GHz Intel Core i5-2410M processor. Other versions of Stata have the same underlying RNG with the same underlying state, but use different checksums in the last bits of the c(seed). Thus, in Stata 10.1, setting the seed to zero yields the c(seed) of X1b5b8174c43f462544a474abacbdd93d4b02, while in Stata 12.1, it yields the c(seed) of X1b5b8174c43f462544a474abacbdd93d00043a43. In all three versions, the 32 characters which represent the RNG state (after the X, underlined) are identical. updated rnormal() RNG, in Columns (9) -(12). For each Stata RNG, four methods are shown: draws are made after a single initialization; re-initializing after every 20 draws; reinitializing after every draw; or skipping 10,000 draws between each draw included in the stream.
For MATLAB, the three underlying generators tested are the older 'v4' and 'v5' RNGs, in Columns (13) through (16), and the newer 'default' RNG in Columns (17) and (18). Only two methods are shown for each MATLAB RNG: draws are made after a single initialization; or re-initialization to an incremented seed occurs after every draw.
Columns (1), (5), (9), (13), (15), and (17) show that all six RNGs pass these basic tests when initialized only once. Comparing Columns (2), (6), and (10), that the original Stata rnormal() RNG behaved particularly poorly when a small number of draws was made before re-initialization: sequences of draws made immediately after re-initializing to a new seed do not behave as if they are independent random sequences. This problem has clearly been resolved in the new version of rnormal(), shown in Column (10).
Columns (3), (7), (11), (14), (16), and (18) show that of all six RNGs under consideration, only MATLAB's current default RNG behaves well when re-initialized after every draw. (Note that I am not recommending re-initializing after every draw; I include this as a crude test of the relative independence of separate streams, each initialized with a different seed.) As an alternative to re-initialization, though, one might discard draws in order to advance down a single stream of random numbers, thereby effectively splitting the stream into multiple shorter ones. This possibility is explored in Columns (4), (8), and (12). By the standards set by these weak tests, this approach appears to have all the same desirable statistical properties of the single-initialization approach.
The "advancing" approach presents computational drawbacks, however. As mentioned above, Stata provides no facility for quickly advancing the state of the RNG without actually making random draws, so this process could take minutes, hours, or longer, depending on how far ahead one wants to advance.
Conclusion
The consistent sign pattern of rnormal() across seeds was problematic. A cursory inspection suggests that this problem did not affect other pseudorandom number functions, such as Until tests of parallel streams become standard, a few options remain for researchers desiring to parallelize (or distribute) simulations. If one is using software that explicitly allows multiple random streams (as is the case in recent MATLAB releases), there is no impediment to parallelization. In Stata, there are presently three alternatives. First, following Stata's guidelines exactly, one may set the seed exactly once, and proceed making only serial draws from Stata's RNGs. Second, at potentially high computational expense, one may discard a large number of random draws in order to quickly advance the RNG state (the "c(seed)"), and make parallel draws from streams initialized in this way. These first two options should provide very similar results. Third, one may, at some risk, initialize each stream separately to an integer, knowing that the problem of Marsaglia's planes still applies, but that the bug in rnormal() has now been fixed. In general, the robustness of a software program's uniform RNG may not guarantee the robustness of its other RNGs; a recently uncovered bug in an algorithm for producing normal random variates illustrates one such case (Tirler, Dalgaard, H ormann, and Leydold 2004) .
6 A researcher interested in testing whether a particular installation of Stata has been updated to fix the rnormal() bug can simply type these three commands: First, set seed 4 , then twice, di rnormal() . If the two resulting numbers have the same sign, that Stata installation is out of date. If they have different signs, it is up to date. One can try other seeds to see the pattern.
presented here is specific to Stata, the general problem of untested parallel streams is more pervasive. Tests of econometric software must be brought back into accord with the methods of using that software. Future software evaluators would do researchers and developers a service by including not only standards of "random" number generation in their assessments, but also tests of parallel random streams. 
